GOT YOUR SHOT?

NOW SPREAD THE WORD!

STEP 1 – TEXT IT
Scan the QR Code above and text the link to 3 or more friends! Let them know you got your shot and encourage them to do so ASAP!

STEP 2 – TAKE A SELFIE
Take a selfie at the Selfie Station after your shot!

STEP 3 – POST IT
Post your selfie with #RollUpYourSleevesMN on social media. Let your followers know you got your shot and encourage them to do the same! Make sure to share the appointment scheduling link and number: https://vaccineconnector.mn.gov/en-US/833-431-2053

STEP 4 – REDUCE THE SPREAD:
Scan the QR code below and review the post-vaccination guidance to help protect your friends and family: